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structure and form.   In the eleventh and twelfth centuries
what is known on the Continent as Romanesque, in Eng-
land as Norman, was still the prevailing style.   Building is
essentially a practical business;   especially when wooden
ceilings (dangerous because of their liability to catch fire)
began to be replaced by stone vaults, Romanesque cathedrals
had to be held up by massive walls and supported by towers
and buttresses to counteract the outward thrust of the weight
from above.   As the builders experimented to devise still
better means to match thrust with counter-thrust, they dis-
covered new principles.   Ribbed vaulting (already used at
Durham Cathedral in 1093), the flying buttress, the structural
use of the pointed arch (in itself no novelty)—these taken
together changed the whole character of the building and
caused the gradual evolution from Romanesque to Gothic.1
They made it possible to reduce the massiveness of walls and
columns, to do away, in fact, with much of the wall space and
enlarge the windows accordingly; so that the gloomy barrelled
Romanesque buildings with narrow windows gave way to the
lofty well-lighted Gothic with large windows, on' the tracery
of which the artist could display his skill.    Science and Art
went hand in hand to the making of the Gothic cathedrals.
The full religious significance of them has often been pointed
out, but it must be remembered that the great discoveries of
the builders preceded the artistic or the religious conception;
what the builders did for practical reasons was given an
allegorical significance later on.   So it was with the form of
the church.   The building of transepts was a response to the
need for space;   the result was to give to the church the
shape of a Latin cross, which befitted its religious character,
though again the building of aisles might, unless the transepts
were enlarged, deprive it of its cruciform appearance.
Sculpture and painting were subordinate to the great
business of building, but were fostered by it. They were
affected by all its changes. The vast wall-spaces of the
Romanesque cathedral afforded a field for decoration in
colour, the capitals of the columns for devices in carving, the
1 The name " Gothic" derives from the fifteenth century, when the
Italian Renaissance was cultivating the passion for the classical; the rounded
arch became fashionable again, the pointed arch was labelled barbaric,
Gothic,

